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Abstract 
 
In this work, a systematic analysis of different methodologies is used for 

predicting Parkinson’s disease. This study focused on the classification of 

affected patients from healthy patients by analysing different datasets of the 

said subjects. The various methods such as imaging techniques, UPDRS, 

speech, handwriting, spiral and signals were utilized to predict the disease. 

Machine learning techniques are employed to summarize the responses. The 

outcome from this study highlights the breadth of patient experience with PD 

and the importance of approaches for dealing with both motor and non-motor 

symptoms associated with Parkinson's disease.  
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1 Introduction 
 

Parkinson's disease (PD) is caused by the progressive impairment of 

neuron in the substantia area of brain. This disease is known to be a second 

largest neurogenerative disease and more than 6.3 million were affected by 

this disease all over the world [1]. Data mining is a computational method for 

the discovery of covered and conceivably useful data. There are many 

techniques available in data mining such as clustering, association rule 

discovery and sequential pattern discovery etc. for analyzing the data of 

Parkinson’s patients and then the attributes were selected and extracted 

which leads to predict the model using certain predictive techniques like 

classification techniques and regression methods. According to the survey, 

the researchers predicted that the percentage of Parkinson's disease will 

exceeded 20% in 2020. Before few years, the peoples with the age limit of 

more than 60 will probably affected by these types of diseases. Now-a-days, 

there is no age limit for the affect of Parkinson’s disease and this leads to the 

brain death and it is not curable but controllable [2].  Speech variations is one 

of the symptom for finding the existence of Parkinson’s disease [3], 

difference in facial expressions [4], likewise the color vision will also get 

affect and their may be variation in the focal point [5]. There is no 

medication to eradicate such type of Parkinson’s disease if it is identified in 

the last stages, it can be controlled by certain medicine and continuous 

exercises if it is predicted in the early stage. [6]. Human Computer 

Interaction plays an important role by creating an environment to monitor the 

patients psychological and mental conditions health and instruct them to 

follow their regular exercises from their staying area. [7]. 

Parkinson's disease (PD) worsens over time and degeneration of neurons 

in the brain cells [8]. Basically PD can be classified as two types namely 

idiopathic and familial. Commonly 75% of the Parkinson’s patient faced 

Idiopathic type of Parkinson’s disease (IPD) [9]. IPD can be identified by the 

symtoms like tremor, rigidity and slowness of movement, although the 

symptoms may vary from person to person [10]. The reason for this 

Parkinsonism is unknown for the idiopathic patients and it leads to memory 

loss. [11]. Familal type of PD is caused due to the gene mutation. Different 

types of gene involve in this mutations are LRRK2, SNCA, DJ1 and ALPHA 

SYNUCLIEN. Genetic mutation occurs in the autosomal recessive. [12]. The 

imbalance level of fluid in the neurons leads to physiological problems. 

When the neurons in the brain are lost, the amount of dopamine in the brain 

will not get affected. Due to this dopamine, the symptoms occurs are 

shakiness, stiffness, slow down movements and freeing of FoG [13]. Pan 

(2012) said that 12 to 18 of every 10,000 people have facing the problem of 

PD [14]. 

There are five different stages in Parkinson’s disease. In first stage, the 

persons with PD may be symptoms like facial expression and imbalance in 

walking and in the second stage, they face lot of problems like stiffness,  
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tremors and trembling. The first and secong stage will be considered as an 

early stage and its an curable stage. In the third stage, there regular task gets 

affected which leads to frequent fall due to loss of imbalance. During the 

fourth stage, they couldn’t stand or walk without an assistive device and its 

extremely dangerous for their life span. Final stage is a most advance stage 

which leads them to confusion, hallucinations and delusions. [15]. 

 

 

2 Review of Literature 
 

2.1 Diagnosis 
 

Till date, there is no systematic assessment exists for PD. The physician 

suggested that due to the malfunction of alpha-synuclein protein, the PD 

patients have to go through bradykinesia that is slow movement, less 

movement of hands and legs represents hypokinesia and akinesia is due to an 

absence of movement. [16]. Most of the PD patients facing a problem called 

tremors which can divided into essential tremor and dystonic tremor.This 

types of tremors cannot be cured which can be controlled by medications. 

Surgicial procedures like deep brain simulation and physicial theraphy may 

reduce the severity of tremors. Diagnosis can be carriedout by allowing the 

patients to perform spiral drawing in a tabelet and observing the pressure and 

velocity for predicting the tremor level for the Parkinson’s patients [17]. 

Bradykinesia can be diagnosized by obtaining the gait signal connected by 

sensors and the test called BRAIN test can also be carried out by allowing 

the patients to type the letters in the specified keyboard. 

 

2.2 Scanning and Imaging Analysis 
 

There are numerous types of imaging methods that can be used to 

investigate the brain’s perception of neurons. In the case of PD patients, the 

initial signs are shown in molecular imaging. By using this SPECT imaging 

system, the severity of the disease can also be diagnozised. Based on these 

methods, the doctors can lead the patient’s fot medication. Magnetic 

Resonance Imaging (MRI), CT scan, DaTSCAN, PET scans are some of the 

other imaging techniques to identification of PD patients. 

Tools like datscan can be used to differentiate various diseases like 

Parkinson’s disease, multiple system atrophy and progressive supranuclear 

palsy with same symtoms. The effective of this test leads to monitor the 

screening, confirmatory test and for monitoring disease progression of the 

disease. In SPECT imaging the IO flu pain molecules bind to far fewer dept 

proteins in the striatium this results in decrease IO flu pain I-123 binding 

which produces an abnormal SPECT pattern which reduced the image 

intensity on one or both sides of the brain [18]. Electron probe x-ray used for  
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evaluating the level of iron in discrete substantia nigra using sensitive and 

specific wavelength [19]. Dinora et al., preferred to use SPECT imaging 

system to predict the PD using machine learning techniques like support 

vector machine which hbolds the dataset of 654 images by obtaining an 

accuracy, sensitivity and specificity with 97.86%, 97.75% and 98.09% [20]. 

Only by using the MRI imaging system, the Parkinson’s disease cannot 

be detected. It can be a supporative aid to detect PD. SPECT imaging system 

is too expensive and it is not affordable for the normal earning peoples, so 

they preferably go for MRI Scanning. Morales et al., applied SVM algorithm 

on MRI scanning and achieved the accuracy with 70%, sensitivity of 71% 

and 85% specificity [21]. Przybys et al., preferred to use reflexive saccades 

measurements on MRI to obtain 70% accuracy [21]. Salvatore achieved the 

average of 90% for accuracy, sensitivity and specificity [22]. Zhang et al., 

established that due to cortical thinning PD subjects has a reduced amount of 

cognitive performance. A total of 119 subjects were examined with features 

such as education, gender, and age of the subjects. MRI which has T1-

weighted and high resolution was used to degree the thickness of the cortical 

surface and for analyzes Bayesian model which is multivariate is utilized. 

Exercises like set changing showed and spontaneous flexibility showed the 

cortical thinning. [23]. 

Bhalchandra utilized SPECT images to distinguish the regions of brain 

that has high activity. The motor control is checked as these regions are in 

charge for transmitting the dopamine. SVM and DA is used for classification 

and 99.42% accuracy was obtained. [24]. Wu showed that autoregressive 

model (ARM) can aid in the classification of IPD subjects by analyzing the 

stride series. The ARM employs LDA and SVM classifiers to obtain 

sensitivity of 0.72, specificity of 0.89 and area under the curve is 0.83. [25]. 

Bharti Rana et al., utilized MRI same as author but with 3D imaging. 

Classifiers like LR, RF and SVM were used for classification to analyze 

lateral ventricle, cerebrospinal fluid, hippocampus, gender, age and so on 

were utilized as features and obtained 86.67% accuracy. [26]. 

Rocha utilized the dataset obtained from PD and healthy subjects from 

Deep brain Stimulation, in order to show that Kinect v2 sensor data can be 

used as a parameter in aiding PD assessments. The results of this study 

showed that it can be used for gait signals. This method provided a better 

accuracy of 96% [27]. 

Segovia projected a technique to categorize imageries of the brain into 

PD and healthy subjects. They applied partial least square and SVM to 

scrutinize the hemispheres of brain independently and obtained recognition 

of 94.7% accuracy, 95.7% specificity and 93.7% sensitivity. The method 

provides better results in comparison with single value decomposition 

method [28].Illan et al., used 208 DaTSCAN images to explore area under 

surve of 0.96 using SVM classifier [29]. Rojas et al., identified Partial least  
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Squares and SVM classifier using 80 DaTSCAN images and achieved 

recognition rate of 94.7% [30]. Brahim et al., perform a comparative study on 

different techniques and deal with the intensity normalization of SPECT 

imaging by implementing guassian mixture model for filtering mean-squared 

error by obtaining accuracy of 92.91%, sensitivity of 94.64% and specificity 

of 92.65% [31]. Impedovo et al., investigated space based feature retrival 

from 123i-ioflupane from SPECT span and classification can be carried by 

logistic regression and SVM with 98% accuracy [32]. Scanning methods 

such as SPECT, molecular imaging and CT scans are efficient ways to 

recognize PD, but they are highly expensive and diagnonize only in later 

stages. 

 

2.3 Spiral 

Parkinson’s disease increases rapidly around the world but the symptoms 

remains incomplete. The challenge is to find the accurate diagnoses (or) 

prognoses. Research has also been done in analyzing the hand written data, 

and the data which is obtained using spiral data set(static test and dynamic 

test). Machine Learning models have also been created which analysis the 

data from a special touch pen which is used in hand written data analysis 

which collects X-Axis, Y-Axis, Z-Axis, Pressure,Velocity and Grip Angle 

[33]. By using spiral data analysis, it is easy to identify the stages of the 

disease. Saunders and Drotar proposed a method by identifying the 

relationship between the speed and the disease severity [34, 35]. 

San et al., extracted a range of features from the spiral data and capture 

both motor and cognitive characteristics. The dataset were collected by 

calculating the accuracy of the drawing, the time taken to complete the task, 

time take to complete each triangular segment during the drawing, the 

distance travelled by the pen, total time spent not by moving and total time 

spent not by accelerating. The author gathered data from 65 PD patients and 

obtained a classification accuracy of 86% [36]. This study utilizes a Wacom 

Cintiq 12WX graphics setup. It is a graphics tablet and LCD monitor rolled 

into it and only interacts with digitized pens. Radius, degree and spectral 

feature were collected and achieved an accuracy of 94% [37]. 

Pereira et al., presented a study by dividing the spirial dataset into two 

categories namely control and patient group. Each group carries both male 

and female category and applied   SVM with optimim path forest and obtain 

79% accuracy [38]. Moetesum et al., investigated the spiral dataset and 

achieved 72.38 classification accuracy bu implementing the SVM and CNN 

based feature classifier [39]. Spiral data were collected by installing different 

applications on the tablelet to obtain highest accuracy of 83% by SVM and 

random forest classifier [40].  
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2.4 Handwriting 
 

Enomorous amount of task have been given to the patients such as 

drawing triangle, lines and alphabets to check the tremor level. This has been 

considered as an idiosyncratic type of Parkinson’s disease [41]. Figure 1, 

explains next task given to the patients by writing cursive letters for repeated 

times [42]. While writing or drawing, the pressure will be sensed and 

monitored to predict the severity of the disease [43, 44]. Different studies 

have been carried by the author Donato et al., in handwriring dataset by 

extracting the features using entrophy methods from 37 PD and 38 normal 

persons. He concluded his studies by achieving 81.30% accuracy [45]. In 

handwriting and spiral data, the different parameters like kinematics (motion 

of objects) and pressure are utilized to predict PD [46]. Inter-reliability has 

been proved by calculating the kappa value to different PD and healthy 

persons. Early prediction of Parkinson’s disease can not be achieved using 

handwriting and spiral data. [47]. 

 

 
                                                                                             

 
                                                                                                              

Figure 1: Spiral pattern for identifying PD patients 
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2.5 Signals EEG 
 

In diagnosing the Parkinson’s disease electroencephalographic signals 

places a main role to detect the abnormal activity of the brain activity. EEG 

signals of 128 patients were recorded out of which 34% of them had a 

problem which leads to pointout the motor disability related to age [48, 49]. 

Handojoseno compared both freezing of gait signal and EEG signal and 

analyzes the frequency of demented and non-demented PD individuals. 

Figure 2, illustrates the frequency variations among control and PD patients. 

This scrutiny showed a steady upsurge of amplitude in delta and theta range. 

Few of control and Parkinson’s patients were tested and they utilize different 

algorithms such as wavelet packet entropy and AR Burg method for 

analyzing the EEG signals [50]. Yuvaraj et al., utilized the dataset containing 

20 Parkinson’s subjects and 20 healthy subject emotional EEG signals. By 

using bispectrum classification of PD and healthy controls has been carried 

out. K-Nearest Neighbour (10-fold) and Support Vector Machine classifier 

are used to categorize the emotions like happiness, sadness, fear, anger and 

surprise [51]. 

  

 
Figure 2: Illustrate the difference in EEG signals of PD and Normal Patients 

 
2.6 Speech 
 

Another type of diagnosing the Parkinson’s disease is by performing 

speech signals. Indira et al., used fuzzy C-means and ANN for speech signals 

and achieved an accuracy, sensitivity and specificity of 68.04%, 75.34%, 

45.83% and a recognition rate of 92% [52]. Tsanas et al., applied SVM on 

speech signal and reached a highest accuracy of 98.6% [53]. Spadotto et al., 

proposed an Optimum-Path Forest algorithm for analyzing the speech signal  
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and obtained 100% accuracy. The main disadvantage of this method leads to 

high computational power. Geeta investigated random tree classification for 

their dataset and gained 100% accuracy [54]. Table.1 illustrates further 

survey regarding the speech data for predicting Parkinson’s disease.    

 
Table 1: Works related to speech data 

 
Reference Dataset Method Performance 

Ene M.  

[55] 

195 voice recording by 

the biomedical 

equipment from 31 

people with 23 

Parkinson’s patients 

Cointaining pattern layer, 

summation layer, output 

layer and normalization 

layer 

Accuracy ranging 

from 79 to 81%  

Ali Saad  

[56] 

Sensor data retrieved 

form ankle, knee and 

hip 

Developed FoG model 

for checking casuality 

behavior and build 

Additive noise model for 

casual relations matching 

Accuracy range upto 

74.31% 

Rusz J. [57] Before going for 

pharmacotheraphy 

treatment, speech 

modulation were 

recorded 

Build a relationship 

between acoustic features 

and the severity measures 

Classification 

accuracy by Bayesian 

naiive classifier 

Wu et al., 

[58] 

Datas were recorded 

and obtained the 

features 

Different multivariant 

techniques were used 

Decision Tree and 

Neural Network used 

to obtain 95% 

accuracy 

Hariharana 

et al., [59] 

Different phonotations 

were captured from 

different dysphononia 

features 

Different technique were 

combined  

100 % accuracy were 

achieved 

Chakraboty 

et al., [60] 

Voice retrieved from 

the remote by using 

telephony system 

Testing tool for 

identification of PD 

96 to 97% 

classification 

accuracy 

Chen et al.,  

[61] 

Consists range of 

biomedical voice 

measurement 

Crish membership and 

constrained membership 

utilized with 10 fold 

96.07% accuracy 

obtained by fuzzy 

logic 

Guruler et 

al., [62] 

Speech data from UCI  Formed a cluster and 

distance between were 

calculated 

classification 

accuracy of 99.52% 

by k-means 

Peker et al.,  

[63] 

Datas based on speech 

signals 

Continuous phonation 

with minimum 

repeatation and 

maximum relevance 

Complex valued 

ANN used to reach 

98.12% classification 

accuracy 
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3 Conclusions 
 

In recent years, there has been wide range of increase in number of 

peoples with Parkinson's disease, which has turned out to be one of the 

biggest health problems in the world to date. The brief introduction of 

various computational intelligence techniques based approaches used for the 

prediction of Parkinson diseases are presented. The use of artificial 

intelligence and machine learning techniques has yielded likely results, 

making it a key relief in the early detection of PD. Different approaches 

based on speech signal, handwritten data, brain signal, web-based 

applications and gait signals. Similarly, smartphones and tablets will 

dominate the future which leads to increase in development of e-health 

testing kits and tracking patients updated on daily basis at household seems 

to be most promising route. 
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